GENUINE MOMENTS
WE WORK DIRECTLY WITH FAMILIES, WINEMAKERS
AND GRAPE GROWERS BECAUSE GREAT PEOPLE ARE
ALWAYS BEHIND GREAT WINE. WE

TRAVEL

TASTE YEAR - ROUND TO

YOU

BRING

GENUINE AND ACCURATE WINES
FRIENDS CAN PRODUCE .

OUR

AND

THE MOST

PARTNERS AND

THIS IS A PASSIONATE

AND DYNAMIC SEARCH, SO WE CAN ALL ENJOY THE
WINE WE LOVE AT A PRICE

WE

CAN AFFORD. SO

RAISE A GLASS OR TWO AND TOAST : “SAUDE” !!!

IMPORTERS OF GENUINE WINES

BRAND BUILDERS

VINHO VERDE

ANSELMO MENDES

A.M. PARCELA UNICA

CONTACTO ALVARINHO

With a true passion for the region and its
most emblematic varieties such as
Alvarinho and Loureiro, Anselmo is an
inevitable reference. With vineyards
located in the granitic slopes of Moncao &
Melgaco and in the river banks of the Lima
river, his wines are a testament to the
potential of Vinho Verde

PASSAROS ESCOLHA

ANSELMO MENDES

PASSAROS LOUREIRO

THE MASTER OF ALVARINHO

QUINTA DA LIXA

ANJOS VINHO VERDE

VINHO VERDE – ABSOLUTE VALUES

CARLOS TEIXEIRA
WINEMAKER - QUINTA DA LIXA

Carlos produces some of the
best values in the Vinho Verde
region with grapes from their
70ha of vineyards and a selection
of premium varietals like
Loureiro, Trajadura, Alvarinho
and the red Vinhao

QUINTA DO SOALHEIRO
VINHO VERDE (MELGACO)

DOURO
THE WORLD’S FIRST APPELATION - SINCE 1756

THE MAGNIFICENT DOURO

A younger generation of winemakers in the
Douro, has been capable of reviving the tradition,
heritage and unique character of this valley. From
distinctive estates and selected vineyards we find
wines with soul and identity, true to this unique
terroir and respecting the cultural patrimony
passed on for many generations

Quinta de Ventozelo is an emblematic Douro estate
extending over 600ha and its boundaries were
established in 1569. Housing a small village inside
and an array of old vines and traditional field blends,
the estate produces top quality grapes for both
Porto wine and still wine. The old guest house has
an incredible view of the Douro river in all its grace.

QUANTA TERRA
CELSO PEREIRA & JORGE ALVES

These as two of the most resilient
winemakers in the Douro.
The grapes come from selected
parcels in the Planalto de Alijo
(whites) and the Vale do Tua (reds)
where a diversity of varietals,
altitude and exposure combined
with the micro-climate of the
upper Corgo sub-region results in
wines full of personality and
vibrant character with great aging
capacity.

DOURO
THE WORLD’S FIRST APPELATION - SINCE 1756

POEIRA

JORGE MOREIRA & OLGA MARTINS

From a small estate in the heart of the region
Poeira produces beautifully crafted wines
that reveal the essence of the region and the
soul of its creators. The wines are designed
by parcel with a minimalist winemaking
philosophy…

BAIRRADA
CAMPOLARGO
“Our grandfather Martinho, a farmer from
Mogofores, began producing wine back in the
early 1920's. He was amongst the rare group
of growers who would separate white from
red grapes. Today we produce what people
call “natural wines”: we don’t use any
enological products; our winery operates on
gravity rather them pumps and in the
vineyards we practice a mix of organic with
integrated production. Our wines are the
interpretation of the region of Bairrada, its
soil and climate…” Carlos Campolargo.

VADIO WINES
BAIRRADA DOC

VADIO - ESPUMANTE

GRANDE VADIO - BAGA

Pictured here with his father, Luis decided to
go back to his roots in Bairrada and create
Organic wines from the small parcels his
family has owned for generations. The Old
Baga bush vines offer a unique and
distinctive character to the red wines and
sparkling wines as well.

VADIO - BAGA

Luis Patrao - Winemaker / Owner

VADIO – BICAL / CERCIAL

organic

MONTALEGRE

MONTALEGRE - RESERVA

MONTALEGRE – RABIGATO / BOAL

MONTALEGRE – TINTO BLEND

TRAS OS MONTES

Francisco Goncalves - Winemaker

Known for his exceptional wines in the Douro,
Rias Baixas and Ribeira Del Duero, Francisco
established the winery in his hometown of
Montalegre at 650 meters of altitude. The
region of Trás-os-Montes has a wide range of
mountains and microclimates which together
with a diverse soil composition, usually granitic
and schist results in uniquely diﬀerentiated
altitude wines.

PAULO LAUREANO

ALENTEJO REGION (VIDIGUEIRA DOC)

THE CLASSICS

P.L. SELECTIO – GROSSA

PRIVATE SELECTION

EMA’S VINEYARD

As one of the leading winemakers in Portugal, Paulo
Laureano creates wines exclusively from Portuguese grape
varieties. The Vidigueira DOC is a special terroir in
southern Alentejo featuring an uncharacteristic mix of
schist in its soil. The cooler nights in this area translate in
rather elegant and fresher Alentejo wines. Home of the
Antao Vaz (white) , Alicante Bouschet and the rather rare
and exotic Tinta Grossa (red) grapes.

COLARES DOC - “ CHITAS “
ANTONIO BERNARDINO PAULO DA SILVA

Established in 1898 by Antonio Bernardino da Silva Chitas in the picturesque
village of Azenhas do Mar, it soon became known for its outstanding quality
and age-worthy wines that gained popularity around the world. Still going
today under the supervision of (grandson) Mr. Paulo da Silva it continues a
legacy of rare Ramisco and Malvasia wines under the Colares DOC insignia.
In this magnificent cellar immersed in the austerity of the Atlantic ocean we
can still find several decades of wines aging to perfection.

LISBOA REGION

QUINTA do GRADIL

Quinta do Gradil is located on the western
foothills of the Serra de Montejunto, in the
transition between the area of the moist winds
from the Atlantic and the permanent dry
winds from the west, in a region of dry
summers. The Estate that belonged to the
family of the Marquis de Pombal has a diverse
combination of grape varieties and exposition
producing superb value wines. Mula Velha
represents the modern approach to these
coastal wines, while Gradil and Vinha do
Carmo express the

MULA VELHA RESERVA

QUINTA DO GRADIL

EVIDENCIA – WHITE BLEND

The Dão wine Region is located in the heart of
the country. Sometimes referred to as
Portugal’s Burgundy, not because of any
physical similarity but both have a similar wine
style. Like red Burgundy, Dão doesn’t rely on
power, instead aims at subtlety and finesse
supported by natural acidity given from this
mineral terroir and specific mountain climate.
From a small parcel in the footsteps of
Portugal’s highest mountain we source the
grapes to produce Evidencia.

EVIDENCIA RED BLEND

DAO REGION DOC

PEDRA CANCELA

DAO REGION

CAVALO BARAO 1 LITER WINES
With the grapes from the young and more
vigorous vines from Quinta do Gradil we
produce this unmatched selection of wines.
Packed in an elegant and attractive 1 Liter
bottle, the CAVALO BARAO brand offers quality
and pleasure for every wallet in a profile that is
rather easy to enjoy and share amongst
friends.

CAVALO BARAO

GOANVI / PARRAS

CAVALO BARAO PREMIUM

RESERVA

PEDRA CANCELA

Pedra Cancela has been part of the Gouveia
family for three generations. This 30ha estate
features exceptional Touriga Nacional,
Alfrocheiro (reds) and Encruzado (white)
grapes, the granitic soils and specific microclimate yield perfectly ripen grapes before the
usual mid-September rain arrives. A testimony
to the elegance and character of this
mountain and valley region.

PORTO DALVA
C. DA SILVA
Rare and Exceptional

C. Da Silva “Dalva” is a very un-traditional Port Wine House.
Founded in 1862, its present name was defined in the first
decades of the twentieth century, when Mr. Clemente da Silva
received the company through marriage. The company has
devoted its entire existence to perfecting the art and methods
of Port production and blending, through a careful selection
of the best wines in each harvest, while carefully preserving
the old and rare wines passed on to us from the previous
generations. The Golden White series and the Old Dry Ports
are a living testament to this commitment…

